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The best way to reach Los Guaduales is to fly American Airlines from Miami to Santa Cruz. On the way down, American 

makes a brief stop in La Paz before continuing on to Santa Cruz. The American flight home is a direct, non stop flight 

back to Miami. The normal program includes one nights accommodations in Santa Cruz and a 90 minute round trip ground 

transfer from Santa Cruz to the lodge. Ask about upgrading to take a charter flight, instead of driving.   

 

Los Guaduales Lodge,Bolivia

Getting There



The Outfitter

Bolivia has made its mark as one of the hottest wingshooting destinations in South America for the past ten years. This 

developing nation is a Democratic Republic that is divided into nine departments and its geography is varied from the 

peaks of the Andes in the West, to the Eastern Lowlands, situated within the Amazon Basin. Our hunts take place in the 

Chaco Region of southern Bolivia where the Mennonites farm. With immeasurable dove populations a relatively short distance 

from the States, Bolivia has proven to be a top tier dove destination.

Los Guaduales Lodge is the dream come true for 

Jorge Molina, four time Colombian National skeet 

shooting champion and two time member of the Colombian 

skeet shooting team. Along with his wife Karen and sons 

Jorge Jr. and Felipe, this family business exhibits incredible 

attention to detail that is rarely matched anywhere in the 

world which is a major reason our clients rebook each year. 

About Bolivia

Each day starts in Boliva as it did the day before, with  

anxious anticipation. The sun rise breaks the trees as 

dove swarm overhead while the hunters wade chest deep 

in a sea of sunflowers below. The landscape is a maze of  

agricultural fields bordered by tall standing timber breaks  

created by the Mennonites of the Chaco Region. The hard 

work of the Mennonite communities has created rich  

farmlands throughout this region and in turn allowed the 

eared dove to flourish in staggering numbers. Sorghum, 

sunflowers and peanuts make up most of the agriculture in 

the Chaco which provides a heavy density of eared dove. 

With the number of dove in close proximity to the US, Bolivia 

has made a name for itself and never disappoints. 

Los Guaduales Lodge represents the latest incarnation by 

Jorge Molina. This ultra deluxe lodge is without equal 

in Bolivia and possibly all of South America. This 20,000 

square foot lodge boasts 9 spacious single rooms with king 

sized beds, a well appointed bar and communal area as well 

as complete spa with masseuse, steam room, wet and dry 

sauna and Jacuzzi. The food is expertly prepared using local 

fresh ingredients that includes the traditional Bolivian Asado 

(barbeque). In the evenings, relax in comfort around the 

lodges bar or schedule a massage before bed. The property 

is expertly manicured and resident wildlife and colorful native 

birds call Los Guaduales home as well. From the well appointed 

bedrooms to the solid wood furniture and bar you will find 

this is truly a home away from home.  


